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ArtNoble gallery is pleased to present Miraggio Inferiore (Inferior Mirage), the first solo exhi-
bition of  artist Roberto Alfano at the gallery, curated by Piergiorgio Caserini.

An inferior mirage is the asphalt bobbing like the sea. It is an effect of  the heat, the humidity 
and the distance, a strange inflection of  the above on the below that everyone knows well, 
but especially those who have always been accustomed to infinitely long landscapes and 
horizons where the gaze is so wide that it is only possible to follow things as they disappear. 
Obviously, we are talking about the plains: the Po Valley and the Emilian plains. Expanses 
dotted with farmhouses, courtyards, bell towers, aqueducts and pylons, framed by the ge-
ometric shapes of  muddy ditches, embankments and drainage ditches in which families of  
nutrias wallow, surrounded by small swarms of  fireflies; in short, those landscapes in which 
steaming piles of  shit, gravelly mud on the embankments, occasional floods and, recently, 
tornadoes, recur. Let us say with the certainty of  those who live them that these are such 
vast spaces that it is easy to get lost whilst standing still. They are landscapes that have the 
peculiarity of  urging the observer to continually exercise a glance into the distance, at what 
disappears and what only appears when walking - and here we live on opposites: the fog 
is the ultimate fallback, where things rather than disappearing suddenly appear. In short, 
the long, seemingly infinite spaces facilitate the mirage, whether it is inferior or superior: 
whether it is the sky that makes the asphalt and the earth vibrate, or the mountains that 
disappear below the horizon. 

Let’s start from a postcard that draws on decidedly biographical aspects. Roberto Alfano, 
for those who don’t know him, grew up between the industrialised moors of  the sub-rural 
area par excellence, the Lower Lodigiana, and the livelier and more flooded expanse of  
the Emilian plain. The postcard in question is an image or a memory that seems at first 
glance to rummage around with that neo-realist bucolic of  the farmyard courtyard, chil-
dren running in the fields, dogs and walks. And it will immediately seem as if  the subjects 
of  Miraggio Inferiore are dogs: dogs of  wood, dogs of  earth and clay and cement, dogs of  
cloth and sequins, spotted and striped, motionless and snappy. You will see that there is a 
shack, just like the abusive ones so often found at the base of  motorway overpasses, where 
you never know whether the mist is actually pollution or vice versa. You will also notice 
the recurrence of  figures and signs with childish features, and this is where we commence.

Roberto’s entire production is characterised by at least two distinctive movements. On 
one hand, there are figures of  fantasy: a childlike attitude of  disorientation, of  stubbornly 
following a kind of  childlike trait that chases after forms, portraits and scenes. On the 
other, the obsession with the repetition of  elements. If  we ask ourselves what a childlike 
trait is, we must think of  a game of  forced - but still likeable - sympathies. Which means 
not allowing things to happen, but rather imposing the reality of  fantasy, and opening up 
adventures where it seems there are none - and here, if  you want to imagine it, the figure 
of  the horizon can return again. But the fact is that these dogs mostly have one thing in 
common. They are disproportionate, some too small and others almost deformed, some 
grotesque and others tender.

It could be said that some of  these are affected by neoteny, which is that evolutionary oddity, 
the culprit of  which falls mostly on the co-evolutionary processes of  domestication and 
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selection, whereby friendly canids have not only, for example, long, tender ears and large, 
soft skulls, but also behavioural characteristics more akin to a puppy. And the perceptual 
result is that of  an aura of  tenderness, of  cuddles and caresses, almost as if  one could think 
that those affected by neoteny receive a strange reality by reflex. A lysergic reality, as if  one 
were always and only looked at and squared by the eyes of  childhood, which are eyes that 
see things from a different perspective together with what they actually are. It means they 
are dogs, but almost. Almost-dogs. Exactly like the most grotesque and spectral figures, the 
masks exacerbate a wild violence as well as exhibit the fascination with ideas of  freedom.

In Miraggio Inferiore and in the rendering of  dogs, a motif  of  identity is revealed. Of  won-
dering where the limit is between what one sees and what one thinks, and inscribing the 
problem in a postcard-image, that is to say in a landscape that bends the gaze in a certain 
way and modulates the sensations accordingly, just like a childlike trait, or a mirage: which 
throws out figures as they are, turns a dog into a patch, a piece of  wood into a body, a 
lump of  clay into a monster, so that a house is also a shack and the onlooker pours out 
continuously at the foot of  the horizon in which he is lost, just to wobble for a few minutes 
along with the asphalt.

In short, to close this long text, which is more of  a dialogue than anything else, let us say 
that looking at Roberto’s work we find ourselves faced with one of  the most difficult aspects 
of  that thing called “art”, which has as many forms and figures as it is put into practice, 
and which is perhaps, at heart, an aspect of  expression: its necessity. That of  being able to 
constantly cope with the things that appear and vanish, that afflict the soul and break it up 
in every portion of  the gaze, in every visible one, those affections that - if  intense - make it 
difficult to distinguish between who is looking and what is seen, between looking and being 
looked at, between the paranoia of  a shack in a space so large as to seem infinite and the 
strange freedom of  disappearing into the same space.
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ROBERTO ALFANO (LODI, 1981)

Born in Lodi in 1981, Roberto Alfano develops an interest in art in the first half  of  the 
1990s, fascinated by the phenomenon of  urban art. In this period he creates his first graffiti. 
Over the years this practice developes into an obsessive passion for drawing and painting.

His primary sources of  inspiration are traced back to contemporary underground culture, 
to Art-Brut and to the painting of  the French masters of  post-impressionism. Alongside 
his production and exhibition activities, Alfano has been trained in the field of  clinical art 
therapy as an expert in running art-experiential workshops and the dynamics of  artistic 
expression in situations of  psychophysical and social distress.

In recent years, Alfano has developed his own methodological approach in the context of  
the art-experiential workshop, the “Generative Contemporary Art” method. This involves 
the practice of  artistic disciplines through the introduction and use of  interdependent te-
chniques and languages, aimed at revealing needs, generating autonomy and stimulating 
the exploratory system.

Roberto Alfano’s approach to the educational and didactic dimension leads him to focus 
his artistic research on the function of  freedom of  expression. Since the end of  2018, 
Roberto has also been working as a trainer as an expert in artistic-experiential workshops.

Selected solo exhinitions include: Hold on, spring is coming, V9, Warsaw, 2014; We don’t need 
money, we need time, SSC, Milan, 2019; SSP, The Address gallery, Brescia, 2020; Grande Ma-
dre delle Stelle, Museo San Giovanni, Catanzaro, 2020. Selected group exhibitions: Rodeo 
Drawings Night, Antonio Colombo Gallery, Milan, 2012; 80. An international perspective. A local 
insight, Fondazione BPL Arte, Lodi, 2013; Avanzamento Progressivo, Milan, 2018; Post Graffti 
Stress Disorder, Museo MARCA, Catanzaro, 2018; 12 artist of  tomorrow, Mucciaccia Con-
temporary, Rome, 2019; Selvatici, RIZOMI, Parma; When urban attitudes become contemporary 
art, 21Gallery, Treviso. 


